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Background
• Recent work in discrimination learning (Ramscar, 2013) suggested 

that suffixes and prefixes involve different kinds of  learning 
mechanisms:

Research question Can discrimination learning inform our 
understanding of: (1) learning to generalize abstract patterns to new 
words, and (2) learning the meanings of  individual words?

General method 
Participants trained and then tested on an artificial language with two 
noun classes marked by phonological (vowel) and semantic (shape) 
cues and each accompanied by one of  two affixes.

Artificial language learning experiment
Participants: N=44 monolingual English-speaking (20 female), 
Mage= 34.4 (age range: 20-62), recruited through Prolific Academic.

Procedure:  two consecutive sessions of  [Training + Testing] 
(1) Training 4 blocks of  24 trials 

(2) Testing: vocabulary (old items) & generalization (new items)

Suffix condition better generalization to new exemplars
Prefix condition better vocabulary learning

Ø Suffixes: facilitate learning to abstract common dimensions 
from a set of  preceding elements in a sequence

Ø Prefixes: facilitate learning of  probabilities of  subsequent 
elements in a sequence

Condition Class A Class B
Suffix

Prefix

feep ge

ge feep ma kood 

kood ma

Computational model
• Rescorla-Wagner Model (1972): learning only occurs when 

events violate predictions (error-driven learning). 
• Goal: learn how strongly each feature of  a stimulus (cue) predicts 

a label (outcome). 
• Rescorla-Wagner equations:

V – strength of  association between set of  cues i and outcome j;  
α and β – learning rates; λ – maximum amount of  associative value an 
outcome j can support; Vtotal – predicted response (sum of  all weights 
on a given trial)

Ø Suffixes: hear noun and see picture, then hear suffix
Ø Prefixes: hear prefix, then hear noun and see picture 

Conclusions
• Prefix condition better than suffix condition at vocabulary learning 

(as predicted) and generalization (contrary to prediction).
• Vocabulary learning might have facilitated explicit learning and 

better generalization. 
• Shape is a salient feature, so learning the affix-to-shape mapping 

might have been more like word learning than generalization of  an 
abstract pattern. 

• Future steps: (1) repeat with children (might show less explicit 
learning and shape might not be as salient; might also favor 
phonological cues); (2) probabilistic rather than deterministic 
categories (prediction: should promote discrimination learning). 
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Ø Suffix simulation cues: nouns & pictures; outcomes: suffixes
Ø Prefix simulation cues: prefixes; outcomes: nouns & pictures

Vocabulary learning: prefix condition better

neeb majoob ma OR

Choose the sound that follows 
the rules of the alien language.

joob ma

Choose the alien that goes 
with the sound you heard.

Prediction met?  YES!

Prediction met?  NO!

(1)	∆𝑉$%&=	𝛼$	𝛽%	(𝜆% 	− 	𝑉-.-/0) à learning 

(2) 𝑉$%&23 = 	Δ𝑉$%& +	𝑉$%& à update

Prefix network distinguishes 
individual aliens, suffix does not

Each cell represents the sum of  weights 
for all features associated with each of  
the eight individual aliens. Prefix red, 
suffix blue.

Humans

Model                                     Humans

Model
The weights of  each novel alien were computed 
for each class of  aliens, and the outcome was 
turned into probability of  choosing the correct 
class i out of  all classes j as follows:

𝑃 𝑖 = 	 89
:;	8;

		

Suffix network classified aliens based 
on shape and vowel better than prefix.

2. Matching affix with vowel

1. Matching affix with shape

Note: affix-to-vowel harder than affix-
to-shape

Prediction:


